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Hot on the plate – China Connect 
 A-Share Strategy Focus 20190908: Head for a new high after making breakthrough 

A-Strategy｜Expectations of domestic policy easing are already clear. Global easing is also expected to 
become clear after the European Central Bank, the Federal Reserve and the Peoples Bank of China cut 
rates in succession in the next few weeks. While an inflection point in trade negotiations and corporate profits 
still needs to be confirmed, marginal improvement has nevertheless appeared. As the four major concerns 
gradually become clear, A shares still have upward momentum after making a breakthrough. In the current 
round of rally, the Shanghai Composite Index is expected to hit an early high of the year. As for allocation, 
we suggest adherence to taking finance and consumer blue chip stocks as the bottom position and call key 
short-term attention to low-valuation stocks that benefit from liquidity easing. 
 

 Sep 2019 RRR Cut Commentary: Full RRR cut appears, with interest rate reduction to follow  
Macroeconomic｜The full RRR cut is expected to release a total of c. Rmb900bn in liquidities. We believe 
that the strength of the latest cut is roughly the same as that of the full RRR cut in Jan this year, while it also 
bears the characteristics of "structural optimization". We expect to "price" adjustment to follow after the 
adjustment of “quantity”. If the Fed cuts interest rates in Sep, the Chinese central bank will have the 
conditions to follow suit. Late Sep may see a reduction in the MLF rate by c.10-15BPS, leading to a fall in 
the one-year LPR. 
 

 Macroeconomic Weekly Focus: The rollout of a macroeconomic policy mix increases chances of 
economic stabilization in 4Q 
Macroeconomic｜Entering the third quarter, both monetary and fiscal policies have undergone positive 
changes, and even institutional reforms have come into a phase of faster rollout and implementation. Overall, 
the policy mix has turned to be proactive. Considering the effect of policy implementation, the probability of 
economic stabilization in the fourth quarter is gradually increasing. 
 

 Overseas Strategy 20190908: Resilience remains, value appears  
Strategy｜MSCI’s China component stocks all have released their 1H19 results, showing an overall profit 
rebound over 2H18. Due to the robust performance of the financial sector, overall profit growth rate in non-
financial sectors slowed down to low single digits. We expect MSCI’s China component stocks to post an 
annual profit growth rate of c. 6%-8%, and there is high probability that profits (except the financial sector) 
will hit a bottom in the second half of the year. 
 

 Banking Sector Investment Watch 20190907: Portfolio RRR cut: A new interpretation of 
countercyclical adjustment  
Banking｜As far as fundamentals are concerned, the implementation of a general + targeted RRR cut mix 
will help to improve banks’ capital cost and interest spread performance. On the market side, lowering 
financing costs through RRR cuts is expected to boost market expectations of the banking sector. 
 
 

Other recommendations 
 

 BYD (002594) Update: EV sales volume is flat MoM, with rebound expected in Sep 
 

 US Aug 2019 Non-farm Payroll Data Commentary: The U.S. unemployment rate may see an inflection 
point early next year  
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 Comments on the Central Bank’s RRR Cut in the Context of Construction & Cement Sectors: With 
liquidity release and smoothed policy transmission mechanism, infrastructure construction stabilization may 
still ramp up 
 

 Construction Sector Aug PPP Commentary: New and implemented projects both increase, project 
withdrawals fall, control on government payment tightens   
 

 Nonferrous Metals Sector 1H19 Results Summary: Profit dips, but stock trading is expected to be buoyant   
 

 Computer Sector Weekly Insight: Attach importance to the Huawei ecosystem, and grasp industrial 
incremental opportunities  
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